
Robot3 Update Sheet for version date 

 October 15, 2014 

 
 Version Date of "October 15, 2014" is shown at the top of the initial load screen. 

 

 All the new additions are located in the 'Angles' module. 
 

 Odds Range Filter (Decimal) adds AML and KLine options along with the 

previous Tote option.   This allows simultaneous testing of multiple odds ranges 

using the similar filter found in the 'Range Filters' module.    
 

 To use the Decimal Range Filter, the user MUST mark the check-box that is 

located at the top of the filter "Use Odds Range (Decimal)".   If the box is not 

check-marked then the filter won't function. 
 

 Spot Plays can be saved using the AML and KLine Odd Range (Decimal).   Tote 

options are never available for spot plays as the odds are only known after the 

race is over.   Use Tote Odds options for research and testing only. 
 

 Also on the 'Angles' module, to the left, there are two test-only (no spot play) 

items that have been revised using the AML (previously used KLine).  
 

1. AML Overlay.   Will filter horses with tote odds higher than their AML. 

2. AML Heavy Bet Down.  Finds horses that were bet down to half or more 

of their AML.  Example:  AML = 8/1, final (tote) odds = 3/1.  

 

Suggested Use 

It is now possible to coordinate odds ranges between any two of MLO, AML and KLine 

for spot plays.  There may be a "sweet spot" with AML and KLine together that can be 

exploited.    KLine uses older conventional methods (i.e. pace, speed, trainer) to compute 

the line, while the AML uses all the latest improvement ratings (i.e. KAT).  The diversity 

of the two may provide an interesting mix. 
 

The AML Overlay and AML Heavy Betting filters are an experiment and have not yet 

been tested extensively.   Will consider a newsletter article if there are worthwhile results.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


